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You will receive an activation link by e-mail 
on the day of the training.

The webinar presents practical aspects of communication
techniques in the licensed band in the LPWAN (CAT.M1 / NB-IoT) 
standard in end-to-end model (Hardware-Connectivity-Software).

We will present basic information about telecommunication 
networks, the benefits of using CAT.M1 in comparison to 2G / 3G 
and aspects related to the availability and offer of modules and antennas.

Additionally, each participant will take part in a practical test consisting
of sending the MQTT frame to broker. During the webinar, our Engineers will answer 
questions related to the practical use of LPWAN.

The last part is devoted to the analysis of tests and discussion of technical issues. It will
be also possible to take part in dedicated meetings with the Masters Engineer.

IoT LPWA. Hardware-
connectivity-software.

11:30 Telecommunication nets

13:30 Break

13:45 End-to-end test

Introduction11:00

14:45 Tests analysis and questions

Thursday, 13th August 2020, 11:00 - 15:00

Introduction
Topology aspects
PSM/eDRX - differences and parameterization

Working with a cyclic program (MQTT)
Working on AT commands

Masters offer presentation

SimCom modules presentation
Proant & Unictron antennas presentation

13:30 Modules & antennas
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WHAT DO YOU NEED?

Each participant will take part in the presentation of a practical test
consisting of sending the MQTT frame to the broker along 
with a detailed discussion of all stages, from waking up the module 
to transmitting (end-to-end).

PRACTICAL TEST

Computer with Internet browser and that’s it :)
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Please read the webinar regulations of the Engineers Academy 
and the CenterTechnology Transfer

Up-to-date information you’ll find on
www.masters.com.pl/szkolenia

https://masters.com.pl/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Regulamin-szkole%C5%84-Masters.pdf
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